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Very short questionsQ1- What do you mean by OPEN source software?
Q2--What is added entry?
Q3-What is main card?
Q4-What is Web OPAC.
Q5-What do you mean by display?
Q6-define periodical ?
Q7-UNIMARC stands for.
Q8- AACR-2 stands for………………
Q9-Write the full form of UNESCO.
Q10-What is information sources?
Q11-What do you mean by Job Analysis?
Q12-SHRM stands for……….
Q13-GFR stands for…………..
Q14-ICOLC stands for…………
Q15-ILL stands for………….

Long questionsQ16-What are library extension services?

Q17-What are the function of a periodical section?
Q18-What is the need of binding in libraries?
Q19-What is RFID? How is it helpful in collection section?
Q20-Enumerate the main classes of colon classification?
Q21- Q9-What is referral service?
Q22-What is digitization of library resources?
Q23-Who gave the concept of SDI? Explain how this service is delivered?
Q24- What do you understand by ICT in libraries?
Q25-Write the main classes of CC?
Q26-Write the different columns of accession register?
Q27-What is the main purpose of library classification?
Q28-What are three basic categories of reference services?
Q29-Write the advantages of library automation?
Q30-What are the full text databases?
Q31Write down the methods adopted by libraries for providing user education
programmes?
Q32-Explain the need for stack maintenance?
Q33-Explain the concept of inter library loan ?
Q34-What is the need for filling catalogue cards?
Q35-Why is a maintenance section needed for every library?

Very long questionsQ36-What is stock verification? Discuss its need and benefits in libraries?

Q37-What are the steps to be followed in classification of a document?
Q38-What is cloud computing? Describe its application in libraries?
Q39-Write a detailed note on” KOHA “ discussing its features ?
Q40-What are the functions of cataloguing section?
Q41-Explain the role of library professional in providing library and information
services?
Q42-Describe the second level of description in AACR-2?
Q43-numerate the eight areas of Bibliographic description according to ISBD.
Q44-List the items in structure of a main entry in AACR-2?
Q45-Explain the role of barcodes in automated circulation systems?
Q46-What is the main purpose of library classification . explain it?
Q47-Explain the impact of ICTs on library and information services.
Q48-Discuss various types of user education programmes.
Q49-Write a note on SOUL.
Q50-Discuss the various kinds of library binding.

